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Title: Serial Killer on the loose in Stockton California 

Program: SHOBOY SHOW 
Date and Time: 10.5.22 at 6:08AM 
Duration: 2 minutes 
Description: The Show talked about a Serial Killer on the loose in Stockton California. 
It seems to be targeting mostly Latino Men when they’re alone in the dark. So far 6 
deaths have been linked to this suspect and 4 of them were Latino men. 
 
 

Title: Unilever is recalling 19 of its dry shampoo 

Program: SHOBOY SHOW 
Date and Time: 10.25.22 at 6:08AM 
Duration: 2 minutes 
Description: The show mentioned an important product recall announcement that 
could cause cancer. Unilever is recalling 19 of its dry shampoo products due to 
potentially high levels of a cancer-causing chemical, benzene, as part of its ingredients. 
  
      
Title: National News Tripledemic 

Program: SHOBOY SHOW 
Date and Time: 10.27.22 at 6:08AM 
Duration: 2 minutes 
Description: The show talked about a health warning where experts are saying that 
this fall and winter season will be hit by heavy cases of the Flu, Respiratory Infections 
and Covid Infections. Texas Is the state with more flu cases in the nation and experts 
are warning what’s happening in Texas is a glimpse of what will happen across our 
nation and we haven’t even gotten to thanksgiving feast which is usually the biggest 
spreader of the flu and covid. 
 

Title: National News shortage of the Amoxilin 

Program: SHOBOY SHOW 
Date and Time: 11.2.22 at 6:08AM 

Duration: 2 minutes 

Description: Respiratory Infections and Flu cases are super high with kids right now 
and unfortunately there’s a shortage of the Amoxilin medicine that helps heal kid’s 
infections. So the FDA is telling parents that they might need to visit multiple 
pharmacies in order to fill a prescription for liquid amoxicillin or they may need to ask 
their doctor for an alternative medication until the shortage is fixed.  

Title: National News Federal Judge blocked student loan forgiveness 



Program: SHOBOY SHOW 
Date and Time: 11.11.22 at 6:08AM 

Duration: 2 minutes 
Description: A federal judge in Texas has blocked President Joe Biden’s student loan 
forgiveness program, declaring it illegal. Over 16 million of students have already been 
approved to get up to $20,000 of your student loans forgiven. President Biden’s 
Administration said that they will continue to fight for this until they win and are able to 
forgive the loans.  
 

Title: National News Federal Appeal court blocked student loan forgiveness 

Program: SHOBOY SHOW 
Date and Time: 11.15.22 at 6:08AM 

Duration: 2 minutes 
Description: Anyone trying to get their Federal student loans forgiven, yesterday a 
federal appeals court put another block on Biden forgiving up to $20,000 of federal 
student loans. The Biden administration is not giving up.  

Title: Giving Tuesday 

Program: SHOBOY SHOW 
Date and Time: 11.29.22 at 6:08AM 

Duration: 2 minutes 
Description: The show mentioned various nonprofit associations, “Create Purpose and 
TODEC” for listeners to donate today. Giving Tuesday. 
  

Title: National News Congress voted on an agreement to make a deal to prevent a 
Railroad workers strike.  

Program: SHOBOY SHOW 
Date and Time: 11.29.22 at 6:08AM 
Duration: 2 minutes 
 
Description: The show talked about congress voted and were able to save the deal to 
prevent railroad workers strike. A possible strike from the railroad workers that could 
have ruined our economy.  
 

 

 

Title: National News Raised interest rates again 



Program: SHOBOY SHOW 
Date and Time: 12.15.22 at 6:08AM 
Duration: 2 minutes 
Description: The Federal government still raised interest rates again for the 7th time 
this year. They raised it by half a percentage point. This could raise credit card interest 
rates even higher as well as new mortgages.  
 


